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AMSI sits with a track record of over 25 Years in the Mining sector. 
Over this time, we have established a network of reliable high quality 
mining suppliers that have aided us in creating unique team structure.

This allows us to supply the following to our clients:

Real Time Fuel Management 

Engineering Workshop
Contactors
Specialized Short Term Contractos (Component Change outs)

Through these channels we have become a leading supplier of auxiliary mining 
services and mining machinery maintenance technicians to some of the biggest 
mining operations in Africa and South America.

We pride ourselves on our service delivery and guarantee that there is no mining 
service or product that we will not endeavor to procure in order to provide our 
clients with a robust and sustainable mining operation.

info@ams.sc

P.O BOX 21378
Anchris House
2nd Floor, Room#77/78
Kitwe, Zambia

About AMSI
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About AMSI



Meet Our Directors
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AMSI is a Tight-Knit team run business, with a wealth of experience in the African 
mining sector.

RAY BARNES
Managing Director

DEAN BARNES
Executive Director

WAYNE DIXON
Operations Director

Chalinga Jacob Zimba
Financial Director



Our History

Since 1998

Tati Nickel Mining 
Company 

BCL Mine

Botswana Ash

Start

Since 2001

Since 2001

Mopani Mine

Since 2003

ACAP 
Resources

Since 2001

African Copper 
Mine 

Since 2006

FQML 
Kansanshi 

Since 2010

FQML Sentinel 
Mine Zambia 

Since 2014

FQML 
Cobre Panama 

2018 to Present
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Maintenance
Contractors
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We have a database of highly skilled contractors with experience across all major
open cast mining equipment and vehicles. No matter where you are we can source

the right people to your operation.

TECHNICAL ADVISORS

Our highly trained AMSI Technical advisors Provide
technical leadership and guidance to the project team, 
including the Clients. Responsible for design integrity 
of Control Systems engineering scope, performance 

of assigned staff, and on-schedule delivery of
the work within budget. Lead technical presentations 

to Clients and their representatives as required.

Our highly trained AMSI Technical advisors Provide
technical leadership and guidance to the project team, 
including the Clients. Responsible for design integrity 
of Control Systems engineering scope, performance 

of assigned staff, and on-schedule delivery of
the work within budget. Lead technical presentations 

to Clients and their representatives as required.

HIGH VOLTAGE ELECTRICAL TECHNICIANS

Maintenance Contractors
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BOILER MAKERS

Boiler Makers are vital. In fact without them the
industry would not be run because they are involved in 

the design, construction, maintenance or repair of
different metal products by joining parts using a variety 

of welding methods, either manually or by using 
machines.

AMSI Mechanical Technician Responsibilities and
Duties. Check equipment and operating systems and

correct wherever necessary. Ensure mechanical
operations, standards and controls are maintained at 

high quality. Ensure high level technical support to lower 
level technicians.

MECHANICAL TECHNICIANS

Responsibilities of AMSI auto electricians include: 
Troubleshooting and repair of all

electrical faults on mining and maintenance equipment. 
Preparing of electrical spares for stock and backlog

management. Mobile lighting equipment repairs. Acting 
as leading- hand and attending to mechanical and 

electrical �eld breakdowns in the back- shifts.

HEAVY DUTY ELECTRICIANS
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Specialized Short
Term Contracts
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In terms of SSTC’S (Specialized Short Term Contracts) we have successfully carried out numerous rebuilds on various Liebherr shovels such as 9350, 9350E, 9250 and 984. 
However, this is not limited to excavator work only. Our skill base and world class engineers allow for full site support for all heavy equipment rebuild requirements. 

Our capabilities included total re-hosing, pump change outs, engine change outs, hydraulic cylinder change outs, electrical harnesses and sensors change outs, High Voltage on 
9350E and separating the machine house from the under carriage. We can carry out complete overhauls of under carriage as well as re-assembling of machine house and under 
carriage. We also do boom and stick repair, line boring and the removal and �tting of bushes.

Maintenance Contractors
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Client supplies IT and Crane if needed, but AMSI can supply this should the need arise.

AMSI always work to an approved project plan which is supplied by client’s engineers and planners.

Examples of tools and condition should it be required:

We are equipped with all the necessary tools to complete the job:

Standard tooling – for the whole team
Specialised tooling – for the whole team
Wash crew and Hot water pressure washer
Highly Skilled Expatriate Specialists backed by Skilled and tested Local Crew

Site SHEQ compliance

We are always compliant with mine Procedures and Controls, and ensure all required
Inductions are done and that training is provided for site speci�c work which is coordinated with our  clients.
AMS handles all Permits etc for Expatriate short stay work
Boilermaker - All tooling and consumables for work available.
Reports and closeout



Engineering
Workshop
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SITUATED
AMSI Zambia has a fully operational independent offsite 

engineering workshop situated 500M from the
doorstep of Kansanshi mine in Solwezi.

We ensure the utmost accuracy and precision by 
ensuring all jobs are �rst processed and designed by our 

engineer. The plans are then sent through to the client 
for approval and from there our expert boiler makers 

materialize the plans and create your �nished product.

PRECISION

SPECIALIZED

We specialize in unique and custom jobs focused around 
metal works I.E Line Boring. The team is able to do all 

metal works jobs with precise plans submitted �rst 
hand. The Team is also capable of doing full paint jobs.

TEAM

The Team consists of two highly experienced and fully 
quali�ed boiler makers with many years of work around 
mines. One fully quali�ed engineer and draftsman and 8 
assistant boiler makers all under the supervision of our 

impeccable senior management staff.

The Workshop
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Dust
Suppression
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Spraystream is a misting canon that produces a mist blanket of microdroplets for  IN- 
& OUTDOOR dust control. The mist absorbes the airborne dust particles and causes 
them to fall to the ground (air washing). The Spraystream technology  suppresses 

dust generated in crushing and demolition sites, in material storage, cross-docking of 
bulk goods and during the misting of spray products in agriculture and horticulture. 
Our industrial dust suppression systems are wall, cart or trailer mounts and can be 

used indoors and outdoors in an environmentally friendly and e�cient way.

Dust Suppression

Principles of Wet Dust Suppression

Very �ne water droplets are sprayed into the dust after it is airborne. When the 
water droplets and dust particles collide, agglomerates are formed. When the 
agglomerates become too heavy to remain airborne, they settle. 

Factors Affecting Collision

Droplet size/particle size
Impaction/interception
Electrostatic forces

Spray
Droplet

Dust
Particle
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Respirable Dust:
Dust particles that are small enough to penetrate the nose and upper respiratory 
system and deep into the lungs. The particles that penetrate deeply are  generally 
beyond the body’s natural clearance mechanisms.

Inhalable Dust:
Particles that enter the body but are trapped in the nose, throat and upper respiratory 
system. 

Total Dust:

Total Dust includes all airborne particles, regardless of their size or composition. 

Health Hazard Of Dust

Silicosis, Black Lung, Asbestosis  

How To Control Airborne Dust

Dynamic Spreading:

The DUST is wetted while moving. The surface tension of the liquid, the 
droplet diameter, the material size, and the droplet impact velocity are   
important variables in dynamic spreading 

Static Spreading:
The MATERIAL is wetted while stationary. The diameter and contact angle of 
water droplets are important factors in static spreading. 

Dust Suppression
16

Types of Dust



Jigsaw
Fuel Managment

System
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In 2007 Jigsaw was formed to exploit the coming together 
of a reliable Internet and Mobile phone Networks to 
develop the FIRST, of a new generation of fuel 
management systems. Jigsaw developed the �rst Real 
Time, web-based fuel management system to speci�cally 
exploit the Mobile Data and Wi-Fi technology we take for 
granted today.

REAL TIME FUEL MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

18



Eclipse

The Jigsaw Eclipse is the brains of the system. Designed to be the �rst of a new generation of real-time, web-based fuel management. It can be installed at static (�xed) points and 
mounted on fuel bowsers and service trucks for mobile refueling. By connecting Jigsaw FMS components to the Eclipse we can fully automate the fueling process on-site, from Wet stock 
management to burn rates on your vehicles. The Eclipse unit makes use of connection through local GSM networks or Wi-Fi to send and receive data from the centralized (off site) Servers.

19



System Overview
We supply a full turn key solution, the world class Jigsaw Fuel management system. With our on-site support team and real time cloud based system, you will 

always know where your fuel is burning.

20



EasyFuel
The Jigsaw EasyFuel is for all vehicle refueling points. The EasyFuel unit is there to automatically identify the vehicle being fueled and the pump being used. Once all 

EasyFuel components are installed, the fueling process is fully automated. As a vehicle arrives at the fuel station the attendant inserts the fuel nozzle / attaches the fuel 
line to the tank, the Nozzle/Wiggins tag connects to the vehicle tag and is sent for veri�cation. Once veri�ed the fueling will begin.

Light Vehicle

21



Easyfuel - Heavy Vehicle (Wiggins)
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FuelGuard
The Jigsaw FuelGuard is where all your wireless vehicle data capture begins. The FuelGuard is there to collect all hour (heavy vehicles) and kilometer (light vehicles) 
information and data. The FuelGuard requires a source of pulses proportional to distance travelled. The FuelGuard does not interfere with any of the vehicles normal 

communications and simply pulls the needed data to determine information such as Burn Rates, CO2 emissions. Linked to our GPS unit for OPTIMAL data.

GPS Antenna GPS to KM unit

Jigsaw FuelGuard
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Tankguard: Wet Stock Management 
(Automatic Tank Gauging)

The Jigsaw TankGuard is where your wet stock management comes to life. By
connecting PIB boards to any eclipse unit we can link existing Automatic Tank Gauges or our 
recommended (OLE & Veeder Root) ATGs to monitor all bulk storage tanks. 

The system gives the user and overview of all the tanks on the system, warning of any
tanks at low stock level, and predicting, from current usage, when the tank stock will
need reordering, or will run out. The System compares both ATGs and book stock inputs
to give you the best overview of your site. Discrepancies are easily visible allowing you to
make sure your teams are managing your stock correctly.

All Electronic Gauges have a display showing the current tank stock locally, the system
does not interfere with this, it uses the GSM & Wi-Fi Networks to communicate to the Web
Service so it can operate worldwide. Other than a periodic status update, levels are only
updated when a change in the level is detected minimizing data costs.

24



Jigsaw Web Interface & Reports

As the Jigsaw Fuel management system is a cloud based system there are no on-site servers required. 
All data is sent through the GSM (mobile) & Wi-Fi networks to servers based in secure facilities in the 
UK. All transactional data is sent in real time and all transactions and stock levels are updated live and 
viewable on the secure user interface

The Jigsaw Fuel Software has been designed speci�cally to re�ect the bene�ts of Real Time Fuel 
Management. The color coded user interface highlights any issues as they occur and allows the 
causes to be investigated easily. The unique user interface is remarkably simple and intuitive to use, 
requiring only minimal training and little in the way of IT experience. The software has been designed 
so that most functions can be accessed by no more than two mouse clicks.

On the web interface there are many customizable tiles that allows the dashboard to be arranged to 
the speci�cation of the client. Giving the client a look and feel that suites their needs and wants as well 
as allowing clients to pull detailed reports on �eets, stock levels as well as individual vehicles at any 
given time. These reports can be simple fueling information or a fully detailed per vehicle showing, oils, 
hydraulic �uids, fuel and even burn rates.  

25



Reporting

The Jigsaw Reporting System has been designed too allow our clients to have accurate and up to date 
information on both �eets and sites. 

The data is stored on the Jigsaw servers allowing for detailed daily, weekly or monthly reports to be  
pre-programmed and sent accordingly. Reports can also be accessed at any time of the day by 
authorized users allowing our clients quick reporting and easy access to crucial data, making the  
process of reporting seamless.

Capturing vital trip information with start and end date, time, location, odometer and hours of operation 
with every trip, the Jigsaw FuelGaurd and GPS integration gives clients advanced technology at their 
�ngertips. 

All this vital information stored in one central location gives our clients the ability to make accurate and 
calculated decisions in record time. No more waiting for data to plan maintenance on your �eets as with 
the Jigsaw Fuel Management system, your information is only two clicks away. 

Vehicle Details
Average E�ciency LPH 
Transaction History
Fuel Against Odometer
Fuel Volume by Driver
Engine Oil Usage
Hydraulic Oil Usage
Diesel Usage
Fuel E�ciency LPH Details
Fuel Usage weekly Totals

Individual Vehicle report
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All Data is stored in a central server. The server has triple RAID arrays, battery and generator backup and halide �re suppressant systems. The system is housed in 2 level 
secure cages and is on a secure server farm with 24 Hour guards. The primary server (Manchester) is backed up to a secondary server (Leeds) on a second secure site. 

The system conforms to European GDPR guidelines which means that the system requires no personal data storage to operate. User access to data is protected by 
password with de�ned levels of access programmable against each user. The web service is secure and uses HTTPS security protocols.

27
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As Can Be Seen:

If the GSM or Wi-Fi network isn’t available then no data can be passed – No Texts, 
no CSD connection, no TCP/IP connection.

If the GSM or Wi-Fi network is available then all data will get to the Jigsaw servers - 
it doesn’t matter if the servers are local or distant - the weak link is the GSM or Wi-Fi 
network.

Assuming good GSM or Wi-Fi communications, all data is immediately available to 
be sent to any internet connected device.

If the internet is not working on site then there is no way to pass data from the 
server to the web service on the �eet management PC although data will be stored 
and passed when the connection is next available.

When a tag is applied to the terminal, the terminal instructs the modem to make a 
TCP/IP connection using the GSM or Wi-Fi network to a receiver listening on one of 
our �xed IP addresses and ports.

The data is passed and a response given. The response controls the rest of the 
transaction sequence prompting for user data, hours run and limiting the fuel 
delivery products and max amount of fuel delivered.

The receiver can have many connections simultaneously and spawns new TCP/IP 
listeners as needed.

When the transaction completes, a TCP/IP session is re-established using the GSM 
or Wi-Fi network and data is sent to the server.

As transactions arrive on the Jigsaw server, they are immediately passed to the 
clients database and accessible using the Web service interface.

Security & Servers
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ERP Integration 
It is sometimes necessary for fuelling data to be exported to other software systems such as �eet management packages, SAP, Pronto and ERPs or 

accounting packages. The Jigsaw system can export data in many formats from simple text �les such as CSV through Scheduled FTP transfer to 
Direct, real time Web Service data transfers

29



Site Overview Diagram - How a site could look
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No on-site Server or Network infrastructure costs along with the ongoing 
upgrade, licensing and support costs.

Each Eclipse terminal communicates directly with the UK servers via the 
internet (Mobile network or Wi-Fi if no Mobile Network available)

The system does not rely on your own internal network infrastructure and 
requires nothing more than a web browser to access your fueling data. The 
system does not require outdated daily polling as all information is stored 
and accessed live on the central Jigsaw servers.

The Fuel Island Terminals can all have their software remotely updated and 
there is no dedicated on-site PC software to become obsolete, so you will 
always be using the latest version of the system.

Your annual license fees are �xed Per Fuel Terminal. There are no extra 
costs limits for the number of users, vehicles or transactions.

Your fueling data is available REALTIME anywhere so long as you have an 
internet connection. It is accessible by authorised users via any web enabled 
device, from desktops to mobile phones.

The system will account for every liter with an accuracy of 99.9 percent (subject 
to meters and pulsars (x100) being correctly calibrated).

You have access to accurate up to date burn rates on all your vehicles and plant 
– right at your �ngertips – just login and select the equipment you want the 
information for.

You can check all your details on the screen or via the multitude of reports 
available.

Your fueling data can be integrated to your ERP system, either transaction by 
transaction live, or via a daily �le exported to your system.

Known Limitations
Should the Mobile or Wi-Fi Network signal get lost or the network goes 
down, fuelling data will not be immediately available on the website. 
However, all transactions (up to 10,000) will be stored in the terminal and 
uploaded to the website as soon as connectivity is restored.

31
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Eco Friendly
Degreaser
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Eco Friendly Degreaser
Overview

An environmentally responsible alternative to industrial degreasing solvents, 
Novas Kleen Cleaner/Degreaser scours widespread oil and grease �lms, 
adhesive tape residues and rubber tire marks and scuffs from concrete �oors.

Cleaner/Degreaser cuts through greasy fuel and oil residues and atmospheric 
soiling without using the harsh acids, caustics and solvents common to many 
other industrial degreasers.

It’s perfect for cleaning greasy, grimy engines, used in manufacturing plants, 
machine shops and on other industrial equipment.

Application

Heavy oil and grease removal
Light oil and grease �lms
Adhesive tape residues
Paint and sealer residues
Daily maintenance cleaning
In high-pressure washers
In auto-scubbers

Quickly cuts and emulsi�es all types of grease and oil.
Removes many adhesives and paint residues.
Low-hazard, low toxicity. Non-�ammable and water soluble.
Contains eadily biodegradable ingredients.
Safer alternative to ketone, benzene, chlorinated, aromatic caustics and other aggressive.
Solvent cleaners
Eco Friendly
Easy application with brush or low pressure spray.
Contains no chlorinated �uorinated, aromatic or hydrocarbon solvents, and no phosphates.

Advantages
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Tumelo
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Flocculants & Coagulants

Liquid/solids separation solutions for treatment of in�uent, 
process and e�uent applications.

Polyacrylamide – Anionic, Non-ionic & Cationic powders, 
emulsions and solutions.

Flocculants – NSF approved for the use in clari�cation of raw water 
& wastewater streams.

Coagulants – NSF approved for the use in clari�cation of raw water 
& wastewater streams.

Disinfectants – NSF approved for the use in disinfection of raw 
water & wastewater streams.

Water Treatment
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Membrane Water Treatment

Antiscalents - Scale inhibitor and dispersant for membrane 
system treatment that inhibit both the formation of scale forming 
salts and typical suspended solids on membrane surfaces.
Polyacrylamide – Anionic, Non-ionic & Cationic powders, 
emulsions and solutions.

CIP – Low pH formulations speci�cally designed to remove metal
hydroxides, calcium carbonate and other similar scaling species & 
high pH formulations speci�cally designed to remove organics, silt 
and other particulate deposits from reverse osmosis membrane 
surfaces. These formulations are safe to use on polyamide, 
polysulfone and thin �lm composite membrane surfaces.

Biocides - Oxidizing & non-oxidizing biocide blends to inhibit the
proliferation of micro-organisms on membrane surfaces.

Dust Control

Dust from mining activity impacts on production, health & safety, 
environment & community relations and can lead to equipment 
damage.

Polymers - designed to provide a cumulative seal over
the exposed surface that will control dust and reduce
water ingress.

Water Treatment
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Utility Water Solutions

Boiler - Boiler programmes containing oxygen scavengers,
internal treatments and condensate line corrosion inhibitors
for all operating pressures.

Dispersants - Food approved bio-dispersant, surfactant
and wetting agent for effective organics dispersion.

Utility Water Solutions

Cooling – Cooling programmes containing corrosion
inhibitors, polymeric antiscalents, dispersants, biocides and
surface-active agents for both open and closed cooling
systems.

Biocides - Oxidizing & non-oxidizing biocide blends to
inhibit the proliferation of micro-organisms in process cooling
systems.

Water Treatment
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Antiscalents

Organic deposits and inorganic scales result in lost production
due to downtime and increase maintenance and energy costs.

Antiscalents - Specialized reacted polymer containing polymeric
antiscalents, sequestrants and dispersants. Designed to inhibit
precipitation of calcium, magnesium and iron salts in the form of
carbonate, sulphate and oxalate compounds.

Chemeical Offering

Supplier of local and imported specialty water treatment chemicals

Locally manufactured boiler, cooling, anti-scalant, �occulant &
process chemistry

Imported �occulant, disinfectants and mining process chemicals

Full support and after sales services for local and imported chemistries.

Water Treatment
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Our Vision
To be the preferred equipment and solutions provider 
to de�ned market segments in Sub Saharan Africa.

Our Mission
To improve our client's pro�tability by offering best of 
brand products as well as engineering solutions to the 
mining, oil and industrial markets ensuring the lowest 
cost of ownership. 

Our Values

Flexibility I Integrity I Reliability I Excellence I Passion

Who are we?
The FloSolve range of products has been carefully 
selected with our mission to improve our client's 
pro�tability in mind. The FloSolve product offering 
includes a sophisticated range of solutions for on-road 
vehicles, off-road vehicles as well as products suitable 
for other industries. FloSolve provides professional, 
cost-effective products and innovative solutions to 
their diverse client base. 

FloSolve
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 World Proven Solutions   |   Engineering Expertise   |   Extensive Southern African Support Network

Industries Serviced

Mining

Iron and Steel

Petrochemical

Automotive
Marine



FloSolve assists to facilitate large mining group in moving fuels and lubricants 
from their large storage tanks, through various pipes, tanks, pumps and �lters to 
the point of use without the liquid being contaminated.

Service Trucks

Diesel Bowsers

Water Bowsers

Waste Oil Tankers

Specialised plant, containers, skids or trailers for the handling of diesel, 
grease, oil and other �uids

FloSolve also supplies specialised equipment for the handling of fuels, lubricants, 
greases and other �uids associated with the servicing and refuelling of plant and 
machinery. This includes but is not limited to the manufacture of:

Service Trucks

ISO Certi�ed according to 
ISO 9001:2015 & 45001:2018
BEE Compliant

51% Black Owned
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Wiggins is the world leader in fast diesel fuelling technology. Incorporating a dry break fuelling nozzle, the Wiggins system provides cost 
savings by fuelling six times faster than traditional splash fuelling. Wiggins systems for crankcase oil change, transmissions �uid service, 
hydraulic oil maintenance and cooling �uid �ll produce productivity increases. The automatic shut-off, no spill, closed loop fuelling system 
reduces costs associated with cleaning �uid spills.

WIGGINS FAST FUELLING SYSTEMS



The Wiggins JNX non-pressurising system allows for automatic diesel refuelling at up to 800 lpm with existing Wiggins nozzles and does 
not pressurize the fuel tank. Shut-off is automatic, fully self-contained and cannot be overridden. JNX offers top quality, performance and 
reliability at a competitive price.

Flow rates of 570 to 800 litres/min

Dry break disconnect which minimises fuel spillage

Suitable for both pressurised and non-pressurised fuel systems

Direct and remote �ll

Durable, dependable Elast-O-Dog latching

The industry's most popular and reliable auto shut-off diesel fuel nozzles. The Wiggins diesel nozzles offer:

Non-Pressurised Fast Fuel Systems

Dry break quick couplings minimise �uid loss at disconnect

Bulkhead mounted for easy installation
Fits SAE O-Ring Boss for positive seal

Diesel Nozzles

Field-replaceable components

Receivers and Couplings

Precision machined one piece aluminium bodies

Flush face for easy wipe down

Dust plug and caps

44
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Air-powered Piston Pumps are designed 
for medium volume, high pressure oil and 
grease transfer.

Pumps

Professional Level Hose Reels

Fire-Ball
Control Valves & Meters

Manual & Preset Dispense Meters

Standard Duty Series - Manual & Present. Dispense 
Meters are designed for dispense Meters are 
designed for dispensing motor oils, AFT, gear lube 
and anti-freeze and grease transfer.

Standard Duty Series - Professional level Hose 
Reels are designed for frequent, everyday use for 
a wide variety of applications.

Husky

Husky is an air-operated double diaphragm 
pump, ideal for �uid transfer applications 
like evacuation of oils for tanks, waste 
water transfer and dosing of chemicals.

TM

TM

Fluid Transfer

Air-Operated Double Diaphragm Pump

Oil & Grease Dispensing Solutions
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Reliable heavy-duty pump for bulk 
�uid transfer - oil or grease. Easily 
adjust motor controls to suit different 
applications and environments.

Pumps

Dyna-Star TM

Injectors

GL-Series

High performance grease injectors 
for automatic machine lubrication.

Rugged, cost-effective pump for easy 
lube system set-up, operation and 
troubleshooting. The versatile design 
helps solve today's automatic 
lubrication challenges.

Pumps

G-Series

Dividers

Series Progressive 
Dividers

Keeps machines running at peak 
performance 

Automatic Lubrication
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Pall high �ow �lters provide customs with the most advanced and cost-effective for controlling bulk diesel fuel particulate contamination. Just one six-inch 
diameter high �ow �lter element can handle up to 1900lmp.

Premium �ltration solutions for mining operations, improving equipment reliability and reducing maintenance 
frequency.

Particle Filtration

Puri�ers

Coalescers

Entrained water within diesel fuel is highly detrimental to a diesel engine fuel system. Pall's AquaSep Plus and PhaseSep coalescers are designed for 
e�cient separation of water from diesel fuels.

Reliability of systems and the life of system components and �uids are extended by minimising �uid oxidation, maintaining lubricity properties and 
reducing aeration. Corrosion within the �uid system can also be controlled by reducing the formation of acid formed in some �uid degradation processes

Water Sensors

Mine Water Treatment

You can rely on Pall water treatment technologies for successful puri�cation of raw water and reuse of water within your operation. 
We provide highly effective and cost-e�cient �ltration products for the treatment of:

The Early detection of water contamination can now be done in real time with Pall Water Sensors.

Raw water from lakes, rivers, and streams for plant use

Drinking water

Wastewater within your plant

Water from mine dewatering
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Orlaco develops and manufactures camera and monitor systems in accordance with strict quality requirements, complying with 
certi�cation standards such as IATF 16949, and automotive methods such as APQP / PAPP.

It is Orlaco's viewpoint that optimal vision around every vehicle and vessel should be the norm. It provides safety, comfort and 
e�ciency. Orlaco offers high-quality vision solutions that perform under all conditions, leading the way when it comes to integrating 
camera-monitor systems for OEMs throughout the word.

From seas to roads, from mines to harbours and from warehouses to construction sites. In a world in which the continuous improvement of 
safety, e�ciency and ergonomics dominates, vision around machinery, vehicles and vessels has never been as essential as it is today. Orlaco is 
determined to offer vision solutions that exceed your requirements and industry standards, Discover our wide range of professional vision 
solutions for heavy equipment, commercial vehicles, cranes, lift trucks, maritime applications, emergency vehicles and military vehicles.

The cameras, monitors and radar systems are designed to suite the harshest of environments. There is a 
Orlaco solution for every application.

Emergency Vehicles

Martitine Vessels

Cranes

Forklifts

Off-Road Machines

On-Road Machines

Orlaco Specialised Camera Solutions
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Heavy equipment engines may be massive and powerful, but all it takes is a teaspoon of dust to ruin one. The environment in which 
equipment resides can greatly affect its e�ciency, its lifespan, and its ability to operate properly, out CFT systems protect your machinery 
against the potentially damaging effect of dust.

CENTRIFUGAL FILTRATION TECHNOLOGY



Bene�ts of The CFT Pre-�ler

How Does It Work?

Applications

The pre-�lter is an array of ultra high e�ciency, high packing density vortex tubes 
stacked into an airtight chamber and �tted with an exhaust venturi scavenge system.

Guaranteed savings

Removes 93% of impurities from air intake before it reaches the air �lter

Extends air �lter elements life by 4 to 6 times 

Reduces engine wear

The vortex tubes continuously remove the bulk of the intake dust down to micron 
size particles. The result is media �lter-elements that last up to 9 times longer.

Removes 93% of impurities from air intake before it reaches the air �lter

Extends air �lter elements life by 4 to 6 times 

Reduces engine wear

Prolongs engine and turbocharger life 

Improves fuel e�ciency

Requires almost no maintenance
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Approx 30% of all ccidents occur at night, 50% of all accidents are the result of shortcomings in visual perception. The human brain 
absorbs 90% of all information through the eyes.

J.W. Speaker Lighting Solutions



Enhancing safety and Productivity

Add a new level of safety to your worksite

Safety

LED work lights and mining lights are built to provide superior visibility, extreme durability and the unmatched longevity necessary in tough 
environments. These high-performance LED mining lights are designed to increase productivity by providing maximum visibility the dark.

Creates a ''keep out zone'' 
to warn workers to stay 
out of the turning radius of 
the vehicle.

Decrease accidents

Decrease close calls

Decrease lost time

The J.W. Speaker range of technically advanced vehicular lighting solutions include heavy-duty lighting, built to deliver excellent visibility 
for Earth Moving Equipment, Forklift Trucks and Trains.

Safety light 793

For the most illumination 
possible. Boasting bright, 
white light and high-output 
LED scene.

Worklight 623

Available in traditional 
�ood, trapezoid, and spot 
beam patterns, and an 
anti-glare beam.

Worklight 526 Zone light 527

Projects a ''keep out'' zone 
to alert pedestrians and 
vehicles to stay out of 
hazardous work areas.

Productivity

Increase output

Decrease downtime

Decrease maintenance costs
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Donaldson
10.



A Cleaner World for Industry

At Donaldson, we are helping create a better world by developing innovative �ltration solutions that protect the environment, increase e�ciency 
and maximize performance for our customers and their equipment.

Established in South Africa in 1965, Donaldson Filtration provides local industry with heavy-duty �lters. We provide local industry with heavy-
duty �lters for trucking and transport, bulk fuel �ltration, gas turbines and complex or critical industrial �ltration processes. Donaldson's 
extensive range of brands includeT etratex®, Duralife®, DCE®, Ultra�lter®, LHA®, Triboguard® and PowerCore®.

With more than 50 years of operation in sub-Saharan Africa, we are currently active in more than 15 countries and are systematically expanding 
our footprint as the leading heavy-duty �ltration organization in the region. Donaldson delivers both the extensive resources of a global �rm and 
the personalized customer service of a local entity.

Engine Filtration

Industrial Air Filtration

Donaldson serves the industry through an established network of more than 60 Distributors in the sub -Saharan region. The Network structure 
provides affordable and professional one-stop solutions. Our strength is underpinned by our ability to provide �ltration solutions across a wide 
range of applications with a comprehensive range of products, services and support.

Pioneering most of the major advancements in heavy-duty engine �ltration over the last century, Donaldson �ltration technology protects 
engines in on or off-road operating environments, delivering longer �lter life and lowering engine maintenance costs through the design of 
highly effective �lters that offer consistent, veri�able performance.

Oust fume or oil mist are contaminants that need to be reduced in all industrial processes to improve air quality. Donaldson has designed the 
most e�cient �ltration technology, �lter media and �lter cartridges for all manner of dust fume and mist particulates. This capability is 
complemented by a broad line of collectors and �lters for central, source and ambient systems, extending to baghouse, envelope and 
cartridge technologies.
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Product Solutions

Industries

Donaldson offers the most advanced engine and equipment �ltration products. The proof is in the performance. Every day, our products 
are put to the test, optimizing �ltration performance and managing costs for customers across the continent. Our aftermarket products 
maximize uptime by keeping equipment running and working harder. Products and solutions are focused on the following markets:

Bulk Fluid Storage

Engine & Vehicle

Gas Turbine

Donaldson serves a diverse, broad range of industries. Our products and innovative technologies are used every day, in some of the 
most unexpected places and toughest conditions. We serve clients in the following sectors:

Hydraulics

Industrial Dust, Fume & Mist

Membranes

Bulk Fluid Storage

Engine & Vehicle

Gas Turbine

Hydraulics

Industrial Dust, Fume & Mist

Membranes

Bulk Fluid Storage

Engine & Vehicle

Gas Turbine

Hydraulics

Industrial Dust, Fume & Mist

Membranes
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Additional
Products

11.



Headlamps

Overview

Due to the strenuous environment we work in we know how di�cult it is for equipment to last. We at AMSI 
have taken the time to source and procure not only High-quality equipment but Safety approved and certi�ed 
for your peace of mind knowing that your employees are working with the best approved equipment.

Advantages
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Safety Cert (Yes)

Battery Cert (Yes)

OEM (No)

Head Daimeter: 6.3CM

Battery capacity: 2400mA

Switch mode: High/Low/OFF

Emitting Color : White

Waterpoof grade: IP68

Working time: >13H

Product features

Small size and light weight, easy to carry.

Saftey: Explosive-proof certi�cate Exi and CE certi�cate, can be used for 
saftey rescue (�ammable and explosive places)

Intelligent protection: With overcharge & over-discharge resistant function 
and short circuit protection device, thus, this is very safe and realiable.

High quality LED can be used for more than 100,000 hours, which 
eliminates the trouble of replacing the lamp

Please Note: Upon request Headlamps can be branded with company logo or signage.



Hardhats
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Key Features

Manufactured from lightweight ABS (Acrylonitrile
Butadiene Styrene) offering superior rigidity, protection
and durability.

Inner of hard hat shell is engineered with reinforced
ribs for increased protection against impact and lateral
deformation.

Designed to exceed the European standard (EN 397 :
1995) for Lateral Deformation. (Up to three times that of
similar hard hats in the market).

Turn top adjustable crown vent allows for double crown
protection; it also allows for one hand adjustment
to open for breathability or close for protection from
chemical, liquids or falling gravel and rocks.

Integrated slots that allow for the majority of
accessories (earmuffs, face shields & visors).

4 point comfort ratchet lining for easy one-handed
adjustment with Permasweat breathable sweatband and
high visibility rear insert.

Anti-glare peak.

Ultra-violet inhibitor protects and extends life of helmet.

Supporting ridge for cap attachment spring.

Contoured rain channel allows liquid to run off front
of peak rather than down neck and shoulders. Also
provides additional lateral rigidity for more protection
from lateral deformation. Ideal for high angle work
situations.

ARC rated and electrical insulation - tested to 
18cal/cm2 and 1000 volts dielectric

Please Note: Upon request Headlamps can be branded with company logo or signage.



Hardhats
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Options

Standard or ratchet lining

Mining option with bracket and cord holder

Short brim option for working at heights

Available in a range of colours

Standards

Meets requirements of SANS 1397:2003.

18 Cal/cm² Tested against ASTM F2178 for 
Arc Flash protection (accompanied by 
recommended Face shield).

Meets requirements of SANS 724:2009.

Tested to 1000V rating.

Government Mining Engineer approved for 
use in mines.

SABS approved with Mark Scheme No. 6921.

Made in South Africa.

Colourways White Red Orange Yellow Green
Dayglo 

Lime
Grey 

Navy 
Blue

Royal 
Blue

Other colurs
Available on request

Mining Option Ratchet Lining
Standard Lining Short Peak



www.ams.sc

www.jigsawm2m.com

www.spraystream.com

www.�osolve.co.zawww.donaldson.com

www.tumelo.com

THANK YOU FOR YOUR TIME


